



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Recently, Hollywood films and films produced at huge cost have gained high popularity in China. It has
been difficult for low-cost, local films to be big sellers. Therefore, it was very unusual that NuanChun, a
low-cost film made by a local production, became a big seller in 2002. NuanChun was produced in the
Shanxi Province and it first attracted people not only in urban areas but also in impoverished rural districts
in the province. The film then became famous by word of mouth and made a great success also in large
cities like Beijing, Shanghai, and Hongkong. The box-office profit of the film amounted up to 15 million
Chinese Yuan (RMB), although the production cost itself was no more than two million Chinese Yuan.
This success even leads to a social phenomenon named the “NuanChun Effect.” By analyzing the phenom-
enon, this paper gives an overview of the situation of Chinese film market and examines why NuanChun
became so successful. 
Nuan Chun describes a warmhearted story of a girl adopted in a poor farmer’s family in Shanxi. The
film is distinguished in that it made over 560 film copies and gained a large box-office profit for its low
production cost. If compared, Hero, released in the same period, profited 240 million Chinese Yuan in two
months, and The Lord of the Ring: The Return of the King, performed in most of the Chinese theaters,
made 300 film copies. It is made clear that the box-office profit of NuanChun is not so high when the 
number of its copies is considered. This explains the typical situation of the film market in China. The 
popularity of NuanChun is made possible in the generally-called “Second Market,” the market without
large-sized screens. The success of NuanChun, therefore, clearly showed two divisions in the Chinese film
market and indicated the possibility of the long-ignored “Second Market” in China. 
The reason NuanChun became popular can be compared with the Hero’s popularity. Hero has an excel-
lent quality of the entertainment, although NuanChun does not. It was easy, however, for everyone to
understand its expression. The second reason of the popularity comes from the fact that the film unprece-
dentedly describes Shanxi, one of the most impoverished places in China. While projecting their own feel-
ings on hard and poor life in a village, people can also find the ideal in the protagonist's life as their own
ways to escape from the poverty: XiaoHua works hard to get university education and goes back to con-
tribute to people in her village after graduation. 
The popularity of NuanChun comes from the favorable performance of Zhang Yan, who played the
heroine XiaoHua. It is close to the popularity of a long-lasted Japanese drama Oshin in the sense that the
film had the audience cry for the main actress’s sweet performance. 
The NuanChun Effect makes clear two divisions in the Chinese film market. It was in this market and
from the specific place of Shanxi as one of the poorest places that NuanChun could be taken widely into
people’s hearts.
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